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An Editorial 
Students Can Aid 
Big Green Cagers 
The thumping sounds of round balls bounc-
ing on hardwood are here for another winter 
season - · a season of hope, hard work and chal-
lenge. · 
The coaching sta.ff and team members ac-
tually began their season some weeks a:go-
they began with the above three factor fore-
most in mind-hoping for an improved record, 
working hard in ,preparation to accomplish the 
feat and ready to meet any challenge that con-
front them en route. 
These men will be concemed with these. 
three factors for approximately the next three 
months. They will eat, sleep and live basket-
ball. A quick- look at the schedule erases any 
doubts that they won't. 
Reports came early this year that the MAC 
was more powerful than ever and that overall 
the seven-member conference was becoming 
more balanced in strength. Bowling Green. 
ranked 10th in the season's first national poll, 
is the choice of the MAC coaches arui officials 
as the team to beat. Toledo and Western Mich-
rgan are close runners-ut? with Ohio University 
and the Big Green being considered darkhorses. 
Kent State and Miami are picked to battle it 
out for the cellar. 
Non-conference fQes also present some for-
midable competiti'on. Loyola of Chicago, ranked 
fifth in UPII's first poll, will undoubtedly be 
one of the roughest. The Citadel and V;M.I. will 
entertain the Btg Green with the always tough 
Southern Co111ference style of baskt'ball, and 
St. Francis (•Pa.) and the· University of Tampa 
will both bring good teams to the Field House. 
Of course old rivals Morehead ·and M.orris Har-
vey will be on the agenda as usual. 
With this schedule the Big Green will need 
support. Hope, hard work, and challenge -
these three factors also apply to us, the stu-
dents of Marshall University. 
We to·o are hoping for a winning season. But 
it will also take hard work on our part to make 
it a successful one. Helping to make it a suc-
,cess should be a challenge. 
'School spir,it was hi,gh after Big Green vic-
tories in the last two foot'ball games. Let's hope 
this spirit continues into the ca<ge campaign 
and will increase. as the season progresses. 
In the past, the Robe, men's leadership fra-
ternity, has put up posters before each football 
came and let's hope they continue this prac-
tice throuch the basketball campaicn. In past 
years members ,of the organization even wrote 
encouraginc notes on all campus blackboards 
the mominc precedinc a came. Every llt·tle bit 
helps! . Cagers Read, There are 13 home ·games where plenty of 
spirit can be displayed. The challenge begins 
with Morris Harvey tomorrow ni;ght at the 
Field House. Let's s'how the coaches and team 
how much we appreciate their hard work. The 
dividends can be rewarding! 
LARRY ASCOUGH 
Editor-in-Chief 
FIVE OF fflESE six players will be in the 
startinc lineup tomorrow night when •the Big 
Green meets Morris Harvey in the season 
opener at 8:15 at the Field House. The players 
include (from top to bottom) Dick Wildt, Phil 
Carter, Mickey Sydenstricker, Walt Smittle, 
Butch Clark and Jody Sword. 
Senators Hear Dean Of Men 
Outline Policies On Discipline 
Stanley A Shaw, dean of men, 
spoke to the Student Senate 
Wednesday night, commenting 
on his discipline policies and stu-
dent resiponsLbilities. 
Dean Shaw said that in deal-
ing with discipline cases, he be-
lieves in dealing with students 83 
individU'als, and treating their 
cases according t.o the circum-
stances. 
In talking about student re-
that it is his duty to concentra,te 
on his studies above all. He said 
itihat some critics of education 
have said that there are too 
many activitieB to occupy the 
time of the student. The dean 
feels that fewer better planned 
aictivities would be of more ben-
efit to the student. 
,Dean Shaw said \hat he would 
,be in favor of giving as mw:h 
responsibility to · the Stud'ent 
Senate and the student courts 
aponsi:bilities, Dean Shaw said as they are willing to accept and 
that education should come first carry out in a respoMible man-
in the mind of the student, and ner. 
JOSEPH SOTO, vice president 
of business and finance, was 
recently named Director of 
University Civil Defense. 
(See story, pace 4) 
COVIC, MU Air 
Research Center 
Dr. Walker, Industrial Aids Confer; 
Student Backers Circulate Petitions 
By WILLIAM CALDERWOOD 
Campus EcUtor 
An exploratory meeting concerning the proposed research cen-
·ter for Marshall University was held Tuesday by University ot-
freials and the . Central Ohio Valley Industrial Council (00\11C). 
In a joint statement by Carl-
ton D. ·Weaver, president of 
COV[C and'. Dr. Harold E. Walk-
er, vice-president of academic 
affairs at Marshall, the meeting 
was. termed successful. Weaver 
said that further studies will be 
made concerning the project. 
The ,proposed cente.r is of great 
interest to COVJC, as we11 as 
Marshall, since there is a great 
6 Bidders Vie 
To Repair MU 
Student Union . 
need to develop research project, 
in the area, a-ccording to Weaver. 
SUPPORT NEEDED 
Dr. Walker said that when a 
proposal is sent .to .the Area Re-
development . Administration, in-
dustrial endorsement would be 
desira:ble. He said that the uni-
versity would be looking ·to in-
dustry for encouragement. 
Time is an important factor, 
Dr. Walker said, but the uni-
versity should not rush into a 
projed of this size without 
adequate preparation. Revised 
plans may be ready ,by January. 
Af;er , plans have been fin-
alized, they will be submitted to 
the ARA and other gove~ 
Bids were opened Monday to agencies. 
repair an area of the Student TEXT OF STATEMENT 
U n i o n damaged in an early- At the close of the Tuesday 
morning fire Oct 26. The bids session, the .following statement · 
were taken in the office of Joseph was issued by Dr. Walker: •~ 
S. Soto. Central Ohio V,alley Research 
Of six bidders, C. H. Leach of Center is proposed by Marshall . 
Huntington place d the lowest University to conduct resea~ 
bid-$3,868. for industry, business, gover-
The repair work is scheduled mental ,agencies and the Uni-
to begin as soon as the West versity. 
Virginia Board of · Education ap- . "It will promote and foster the 
proves. The work includes the application of science a•nd tech-
replacement •of a portion of the nology · in· stimulating the econ-
floor and some electrical wiring. omy of the area, developing new 
The entire first floor of the job opportunities and assi.stinl 
building will also be repainted regional deve.lopment." 
because of the extensive smoke NAMES OBTAINED 
damage. This is to be done dur- ,Ivan Ash, Huntington senior 
ing the Christmas holidays. and chairman of the Students for 
The fire · was · discovered by the · Expansion of Marshall· Uni-
Helen Wells, assistant manager versity, ·said that no . report waa 
of the union, around 6:15 on the available on the number. ot. sign-
morning of Oct. 26. Firemen were atures on the petitions, but that 
called, but the fire was not im- a "sub.stantial" number of .names 
mediately found because of the had been obtained. · 
heavy smoke. The · petitions were put in 
Don Morris, manager of the circulation--0n Monday. The pur-
union, said that the fire's origin pose, of the petitions is to show 
"is not definately known. We that the students are behind the 
assumed . that a cigarette was prC\P()sed research center and 
dropped into the cushions of a future e:x,pansion of the univa--
couoh and left to smolder through sity. 
the night." The Beta Tau Club operated .a 
Immediately following the fire table located in front of the 
damage· was estimated at $1,500. library on Wednesd·ay in an ef-
All damages to the union were fort to get sign·atures of passer&-
insured. by. 
WMUL Airing Of Met Operas 
May Snag On Ruling By FCC 
• WMUL-FM's .plans to broad-
cast live Metropolitan Opera 
programs nµlY be snagged be-
cause of a Federal Communica-
tions Commission ruling . ;t,h~ 
prevents advertising on educa-
tional broadcasts. The first in a 
series of 20 operas was to have 
begun tomorrow nigh't. 
Dr. Stephen D. Buell, director 
of educational radio and TV, 
talked with an FCC official, Hy-
man Golden, by telephone on 
Wednesday. The problem, as ex-· 
plained by Dr. Buell, is thir. 
-WMUL signed a • contract to 
broadcast the operas, but Texaco 
Oil Co. commercials are_ in-
tegrated into the iprog,rarrt' in' 
such a way that it would be "ex-
tremely ditticult" for WMiUL to . 
cut them out. The FCC does not 
permit educational radio atatiom 
to carry such broad'Cuta, but the 
federal · agency is now negotiat- , 
ing with Texaco in an ettort to 
have the commercials eliminated. 
Texaco is reluctant to do this; 
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Campus Inquirer Way Eyed 
To Assist 
Research 
Do you think Marshall should 
assume the cost of repairs for 
Fairfield Stadium and share It 
with the two high schools, or 
build its own stadium? 
Frank Helvey, South Charleston 
Jnnior: 
''!Marshall should have its own 
stadium, but it ought to come 
!from state funds. It could be ob-
tained irom direct state approp- • 
riations. IA University should 
have its own stadium, not a 
Helvey 
Research - -both the prob-
lems involved and .the efforts 
being made - oceupied the at-
tention in the f.aoul..tf at Tuesday 
afternoon's ge,lleral meetin'g in 
Old Main Auditorium. 
\Members O'f the Research 
Board listed numerous difficul-
ties, but it was pointed out that 
a resea•rch fund has been set up 
wi'thin the Marshall Foundation 
in· an effort to encourage contri-
butions. 
high school stadium." 
Emielia (Candie) Asseff, Char-
leston freshman: 
''I feel that since we are a uni-
versity, we should have our own 
stadium. We could pay for it by 
adding on to our activity fees, 
etc. some additional costs." Madacby Trimble 
George 
· Jim Madachy, Huntington sopho- senior: 
more: 
Trimble, Montgomery 
In addition, a $500 appropria-
tion is exipected from the Stu-
dent Government which can be 
used by faculty members in-
volved in research who wish the 
help of student assistants. Last 
year $700 was appropriated for 
this puz,pose. 
"I think we should build our 
own so that we would have full 
use of the stadium. We should 
try to get the state to pay for at 
least part of it." 
"They should build their own 
stadium. The state legisla,ture 
should a.ppropriate the funds. 
It's up to the students to start 
this movement. A school this size 
needs its own stadium." 
Fellowship Grants Available 
To Qualified Undergraduates 
Dr. Harold E . Walker, vice 
president of academic affairs 
and Research Board chairmB111, 
told The Parthenon that two 
faculty members already have 
submitted r e s e a r c h proposals 
which will be considered at the 
next board meeting. Other ;pro-
posals are expected. The fund 
already has several hundred dol-
lars, plus some pledges, Dr. 
Walker noted. 
Fellowship opportunities worth 
more than $11,000 have been an-
nounced by Dr. A. M. Tyson, 
professor of English and chair-
man of the department. 
diction of the Supreme Council of Board members who outlined 
the Scottish Rite of Free research problems and possibili-
Masonry. ties included, in addition to Dr. 
The second opportunity is for Walker, Dr.· Elizabeth Cometti, 
a Henry Fellowship for 1963-64. professor of history; Dr. Howard 
Four of these grants are offered Mills, professor of ·bo'tony, and 
to American students for this Dr. Paul D. Stewart, professor of 
period. poli'tical science. 
Each Henfy Fellowship .is ten- In outlinin.g the policy that 
able for one year at either Ox- will be followed, Dr. Walker 
ford or Cambridge. ~ach grant said that every effort will be 
is worth 800 pounds or about made to make space available 
$2,200. Candidates must be un-
married men or women. Prefer- ::;;~s::~c!c:0~:~1/~~~:~i:~; 
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Germen Co1s1f Spe1b 01 C1• p11 
WERNER R G. ARNDT, Vice Consul of the Fedeial Bepubllc 
of Germany (left), ls greeted by Albert Stonestreet, llarrlsvllJe 
senior and president of the German Club. Mr. Arndt spoke at the 
Tuesday morning convocation ant to the German Club Tuesday 
night. Be said that if the United States bad taken as firm a stand 
in West Berlin as it did in Cuba, the situation there would be dif-
ferent today. (Photograph by Student Photographer Jim Verdin). 
Theses & Term Papers Expertly Typed 
Six Years Experience With Campbells Form. 
CALL JANE GIES LDTH 
RE 6-50,95 after 6 P.M. 
The first fellowship is through 
the Scottish Rite Fellowship pro-
gram, and offers study at George 
Washington University in Wash-
ington, D.C. It offers $2,200 for 
one year, two semesters and a 
summer term. It is available to a 
young man or woman with a 
strong background in political 
,sciem:e, economics, social science, 
business administration, or pl!r-
sonnel administration. Master's 
degrees in 10 fields are offered. 
ance · is given to applicants in will be recognized through pro-
their last year of undergraduate 
motion, salary and appointment •• 
work who expect to receive incentives. 
bachelors' degrees by July 1. 
1 
_____________ _ 
The fellowship is sponsored in 
most states in the Southern Juris-
Soloists Feature 
Of Brass Concert 
A festival of brass solos will 
be presented at 1 p.m. tomorrow 
in Old Main Auditorium. Stu-
dents from the class of Dr. Wil-
bur Pursley, ' asosciate professor 
of music, will be featured. 
Area high school students have 
been invited as guests. The pur-
pose of the concert is to acquaint 
these students with the type of 
music that will be featured in a 
high school solo contest to be 
presented at Marshall in Feb-
urary. 
Student soloists are: Trumpet, 
Bill Weed, Bert Wright, Charles 
McGuire, Allen H o l c r o f t and 
Winston Sheets; Horn soloists, 
James Jordan, Mike Scarberry, 
Terry Christian, Joyce Caven-
der, Susan B a r n es and Anne 
Sizemore; Trombone soloists, Ray 
Ross, Roy Webb, Roger Williams, 
and Pat ~cBrayer; Baritone solo-
Students interested in the Scot-
tish Rite grant should see Dr. 
Paul Stewart, professor of Poli-
tical S c i e n c e and department 
chairman. 
Candidates for the Henry Fel-
lowship should see Dr. Tyson 
before Jan. 15. 
The 
BACK TO ALMA MATER 
Robert P . Alexander, director 
of placement, returned recently 
to his high school alma mater, 
Milton, for ·a brief period to 
speak to ,the studelllt • body on 
"Our Education Today." 
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Astel Is Lauded 
John Astle, Barboursville jun-
ior, was graduated in the top 10 
per cent of his • class while com-
peting with college students from 
all over the country in the U. S. 
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders 
cJlass this past summer. 
Under new Management with new Operators 
SPECIAL FROM DEC. 3 TO DEC. 17 
$15.00 Permanents $7.50 
Tinting and Bleaching 
10% discount for University Students 
(not including specials) 
1521 FOURTH A VE. PHONE 522-2455 
.. 
' . . ~ .. 
I\ t • ~•\,• ....... ""'\: .. ~ .: •:--~ . . . . ; : -~ .~ . . : 
• •• , : •: 










and tapered pants 
to match .. . 
'$7.95 to 22.98 
DON'T FORGET enter our ••get acquainted" acno(ar• 
~ship contest ana wm a $100 acholarabio . . . 
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Here's .Sequel To .Gulliver's lravels 
By SANDY O'SHEA 
Feature . E.dltor 
On July 23 at 4:30 a.m. Stan Boose, Hun-
tingtor:i senior, and Tim Hayes, Huntington jun-
ior, left Huntington with $30 between them and 
a 'ICare" ,package from their pa,rents containing 
some canned food and a portable stove. The 
students, · both members of Tau Kappa Epsilon 
fraternity, toured the Eastern seaboard for 6¾ 
w~ks discovering a great deal about human 
nature and basic human kindness. 
Boose and Hayes made their first stop at 
Get,tysbl.1'1'g, Pa., where -they visited a chicken 
farm, and ex,pJ.ained that they were two college 
students ' traveling the Eastern seaboard on .a 
limited budget and were in need of food sup-
plies. They were given 13 fresh eggs. They ex-
plained their situation again that night and re-
ceived free room and board at a Gettysburg 
College dorm. 
They spent the next . three days in Phila-
delphia where they "dropped in" on a friend, 
visited a relative, and stayed at the TKE house. 
They toured the downtown district of Phila-
delphia, visited Drexel Institute, and were fixed 
up with dates through the TKE house. 
On leaving Philadelphia, they stopped by a 
bakery and offered to sweep out the shop for 
any old rbread that could no longer be sold, 
They not only didn't have to sweep the shop, 
but instead of "any old bread" they were given 
some delicious ;fresh pastries and a dozen firesh 
rolls. 
"We used our portable stove and ate a:long 
the highway," Boose commented. "Our meals 
then consisted. mostly of canned beef stew and 
bread." 
Stop number three was Albany, N. Y. They 
stayed with a fraternity ,brother and were fixed 
up with dates again. In Albany they contracted 
to take a lady to Spring Valley, N. J., for $5. 
The lady fed them in addition to the $5 trans-
portation fee. "And believe me, we sure did 
stuff ourselves!" Hayes said. 
On their way back to Albany the tourists 
found that their small car could not make the 
bill leading up Bear MountaJn. A · young lady 
in a Cadillac offered to give them a push and, 
says Boose, "she ended up inviting us to Hack-
ensack, N. J., where she housed and fed us." 
They spent two days there. 
Outside of Hackensack they stopped at an-
other bakery, told the same story, and were 
given four loaves of bread, five apple pies and 
six cup cakes. 
"By this time we were feeling quite lucky," 
said Hayes. "We went directly to a small 
butcher shop where they gave us two and a 
half bucks -worth of lamb. I was sure grateful 
for that as we were getting a little tired of beet 
stew for our highway cook-outi." 
In Patterson, N. J., . the students showered 
at the YIMCA at no cost, ·and through the AAA 
found a route ·to·Charleston, S. C., avoiding toll 
highways and bridges. 
On their way to Charleston the:, found 
themselves back In Philadelphia where they 
spent one night at the TKE house. They recited 
their story at a grocery and were given a peck 
of potatoes, some carrots, onions, tomatoes, and 
other ingredients for lamb stew. 
They stayed at the TKE house 1md were 
fixed up with dates in College Park, Md. From 
there they went to Raleigh, N. C., where they 
again received board at the TKE house, had 
dates, and "bummed some more food from an-
other bakery and grocery." 
Hayes' sister was their source of h09pita1ity 
in Charleston, S. C., and from there ihey to0k 
off for Myrtle Beach. •With only .29 cents left 
between them, the boys decided their finances 
pad hit too low an ebb and they were forced 
to find jobs. Hayes worked one week as a 
beach ,photographer, and Boose was employed 
at the Fun Plaza giving chan-ge. Hayes quit his 
job and took over in Boose's place whHe Boose 
found another job at the Pavilion. Both boys 
quit in 'Six· days and spent the rest of their time 
enjoying the ,bea-ch. 
After stopping at a bakery and grocery In 
Winston-Salem, N. C., the two weary, but en-
lightened, travelers were well supplied for the 
trip home. But the adventure wasn't over yet! 
On the turnpike they discovered a flat tdre 
and were more than a bit perplexed when they 
found the spare to be flat, too. Luck was close 
behind, however, as two young girls stopped 
and gave them ,a ride to the Glass House where 
they had the til"es repaired. The girls were on 
their way to Charleston, W. Va., and Hayes and 
Boose made plans to meet them there. 
"We finally .reached home on Sept. 6," says 
Boose. "We only had three cents left between 
us, but I think we were both a whole lot richer 
for the e:,aperience. In fact, I'd like to recom-
mend it to others. rt taught us a ldttle self.,suf-
ficien-cy and r:nore important it taught us about 
rpeople - especially how nice they can be." 
"I'll go along with that," said Hayes. "In-
dividuals are basically generous and consid-
erate - I learned that much. Our only diffi-
culty was getting directions in the North." 
Then, grinning and a b{t wistfully, Hayes said, 
' 'I think I'll try Europe next summer." 
Top Drawer 
Now that school is l>ack in 
session, students once again 
make ;plans for the week end. 
Prichard Hall and Hodges Hall 
Schedule Is Set 
For Union Movies 
will have a semi-formal tonight 
at the Hotel Frederick Ballroom 
from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. The Col-
legi-a,tes will furnish the music. 
Alpha Sigma Phi will host its 
members and guests with a house 
party tomo'rrow ni:ght from 8 un-
til 12. 
Kappa Alpha will have a 
Movies are proving a popular "Beatnik BaU" tomorrow night 
pastime at Marshall according to at the Governor C-abell Hotel 
W. Don Morris, Student Union from 9 p.m. until · 1 a.m. The 
manager. Mr. Morris said that music will be furnished by the 
the Union will continue to bring Parliaments. A prize will be 
top-rated movies to the campus given for the most original cos-
as it has in past years. tume. 
The charge for the films will Sigma Phi Epsilon will have 
boursville senior, and Barbara 
Shinn. Lake, N. J., senior. 
The Order of Diana, the Moth-
er's Club of Tau Kappa Epsilon, 
will have a card party tonight at 
the house from 7 Wlltil ~:30. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha has an in-
formal house party tomoITow 
nrght from 9 p .m . until 1 · a.m. 
Alpha Chi Omega will h'ave a 
faculty and administrative tea 
Sunday a,fternoon from 3 until 5. 
Delta Zeta will host the under-
privileged children with a party 
at their house tonight. 
Sirma Sigma Sigma has an in-
formal at St. Cloud Commons to-
night kom 9 p.m. until 1 a.m. 
TIM RAYES (LEFT), STAN BOOSE 
. Wea,,,, Succe11/ul Trtiveler, Home 
CORRECTLY 
CASUAL 
The shirt that makes the scene is the Arrow 
"Gordon Dover Club" shirt. It is a cotton Oxford 
classic with the comfortable medium-point,softly 
rolling button-down Arrow collar. Placket front, 
plait in back - and back collar button. Master 
craftsmanship gives sharp appearance and 
comfortable trim fit. $5.00. 
~RROW.:-
FOU NDED 181U 
be 25 cents. This small admission its "Snow Princess Formal" to-
fee will cover s h i p p i n g and morrow ni,ght ,a,t the Hotel 
operational costs. Movies remain- Frederick Ballroom from 9 p.m. 1----:_-=._-=._-=._-=._-=._:_:_:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:,:,:,:,:,-;,-;,-;,-;_-;,-;,-;,-;,-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;.-;,-;,:,-;,:,:,:,:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:,-:_:,:,:,:__-
until 1 a.m. The Snow Princess 
ing to be seen on Friday nights will be crowned. The Joe Avis 
this semester are: "Bus Stop," Band will entertain. The candi-
''Say One For Me," "Coman- dares are: Macy Bernard, Sl 
cheros," and "Farwell to Arms." Alb'ans senior; Patty Hogg, Bar-
STUDENT SUPPLIES 
ART SUPPLIES STUDY AIDS 
L A T T A S 
150Z Fourth Avenue Phone 523-9'33 
RUN'l1NGTON, W. VA. 
COLLARED: 
THE OXFORD LOOK 
The Arrow "Gordon Dover Club" has captured the Oxford look 
with a newer, softly rolled button-down collar. 
A trim placket front, button in back of collar - and back 
center plait completes the tradition. Comfort is 
tailored right into the cotton Oxford cloth. Come in and 




NANCY BLANKINSHIP, WASHINGTON, D.C., SOPHOMORE 
... Passing Up European Education 
Coed Chooses MU Campus 
Rather Than Study Abroad 
By KAY FRAME 
Teachers College Journalist 
A Marshall Univetsity student whose father is the U. S. consul 
general to Holland is passing up a European education in favor of 
completing her studies in the United States. 
THE PARTHENON 
Soto Chosen 
As CD · Leader 
For Marshall 
Joseph S. Soto, vice president• 
of bu&iness and finance, has been 
named University Director of 
Civil Defen·se by President stew-
a:rt H. Smith. 
Mr. Soto w i 1 J coordinate 
campus efforts with those of the 
city and local units. 
Shelter areas, which have been 
marked by the U. S. Cor,ps o,f 
Engineers, •are to be stocked by 
the local civil defense unit. 
Mr. Soto said that he will be 
responsible for seeing that these 
shelters are manned, have warn-
ing systems, are in good condi-
tion and tha•t the supplies are 
maintained. 
Transportation, rescue and 
safety work will also be in-
cluded. Other university person-
nel will p·robably be named to 
help set up and complete the 
civil' defense organization. 
Mr. Soto was named vice 
president of business and finance 
last July. 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1962 
John Marshall To Make TV 'Appearante' 
BARBARA SMITH, Belle Junior, examines one of the seven pic-
tures of John Marshall which were obtained in Washington, D. C., 
. by Congressman Ken Bechler. The varied poses, some of which 
are color, will . be used on WSAZ's "Salute to Marshall Uni-
versity" next Thursday at 9 a.m. The program, which will fea• 
ture the work done by several university departments, ls belns 
produced by several "Television Production" classes. (Photo by 
Student Photographer Art Keyser) 
Nancy Blankinship, Washing- .----------- -----'------- - -------'---- - - -----------------------
ton, D. C., sophomore, said the THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES 
European approach to medical 
technology, her major field, was 
the reason she declined going to SALUTE: JACK ALLSUP 
a college or university there. 
"Even though Europe was 
tremendously exciting and stim-
ulating, I felt the need to return 
home. The medi'Cal . technology 
program in Europe i;; so vastly 
different that I felt it would not 
be wise to study there," she said. 
Miss Blankinshi,p, who spent 
the summer va·cation with her 
family in Holland, has attended 
schools in several parts of the 
United States, as well as in 
Spain, Honduras, and Okinawa. 
Her -sister, Carmie, with whom 
she traveled 'throughout EurOfl)e 
_last summer, is studying at the 
newly-'formed American Uni-
versity in Paris, France. Her 
twin brothers, Douglas and Dun-
can, are attending the Interna-
tional Higl). School at the Hague. 
Nancy plans to spend the 
summer vacation again with her 
family in Europe, and also enroll 
in the language program of · the 
University of Madrid. 
Geology Museum 
Adds Specimens 
The Geology Department has 
received .new spec;:imens to be 
added to their museum. These 
new specimens, which are fossi-
lized snails and clams, are from 
the Tertiary Age, determining 
their age to . be in excess of 50 
million years. 
These new specimens were re-
ceived from Dr. E. H. Ern, who 
was an assistant professor of 
Geology at Marshall . until last 
year when he joined the faculty 
of • the University of Virginia. 
Also new specimens of rare 
minerals .from foreign co1,mtries 
including Africa, Germany, and 
Austria have been received and 
are to be added to the museum. 
COED CHOSEN QUEEN 
Another Marshall co-ed has 
been chosen as a Centennial 
Queen cmd will compete in the 
state finals in Charleston nex-t 
month. Betty Sue Leach, Union 
sophomore, is the Monroe County 
Centennial Queen. She is a busi-
ness administration major and a 
member of Sigma Sigma Sigma 
sorority. 
Jack Allsup (B.S.E.E., 1957) is District Construction Fore-
man of Southwestern Bell in Pine Bluff. He manages the 
construction of outside plant facilities in the entire south-
east Arkansas area. Quite an achievement for a young 
man only five years out of college. 
Jack has earned this new challenge! He's performed 
well on other assignments ranging from Installation Fore-
man to Defense Projects Engineer for Western Electric. 
On this latter assignment, Jack was borrowed from South-
western Bell for duty in the voice circuit design group of 
the vital Project Mercury Program where a number of 
his original ideas were adopted. 
Jack Allsup and other young engineers like him in 
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help 
bring the finest communications service in the world to 
the homes and businesses of a growing America. 
@ BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES 
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By WENDELL ENGLISH 
The Negro in American his.:. 
tory-with the exception of Cris- (i r 
pus Attucks, Booker T. Washing- ' :.:z-::; =:..:... ~ __ _ l\ . 
1 
1i 
~:l::r:::~:~;;,::~~:t::n:::: l==:::=-=~~~~~~~~=--~~~ ~=-:;·-~~~~~-· ==7:..::---~-.:~:..-~~:~::~-==~~---~=~~::-::~=;.,,~-=-::-~r~:::~\~-~~--:..~-~=====--~---~~~::!~~~~~:... _ __:==::..:. _____ _J 
tion with America predates that appeared on the American scene. 
of the Pilgrim Fathers', it is sel- The institution of slavery became 
dom, if ever, mentioned; but be- an exploitation effort merely for 
cause it is not mentioned does the enrichment of the whites; 
not deny it a~ a fact. The _Negro slavery was no longer a pat-
is by no means alienated from riarchal order. The American 
the "mainstream of American life stage was set for a great tragic 
than the lowliest jmmigrant who epic-the Civil War. 
brings with him nothing but the 
whiteness of his skin." .M the close of the war and 
The first explorer •to reach the during the Reconstruction days 
of the South, the Negro had, southwestern part of A m e r i c a, perhaps, more freedom than he now the existing states of Ari-
zona and New Mexico, was a has today. Educated Negroes 
black man, as was the first took part in politics. There were 
American to reach the North Neg r O senators, congressmen, 
Pole, the Negro assistant to Ad- legiSlators, governors and nia-
miral Perry. Cortez had, with his yors. With his freedom, the one-
time slave ITloved to a better life party, a N e gr o explorer who 
via education. The reconstruction planted the first crop of wheat 
. 1. legislatures made great and per-on ~merican soil. The hes ie manent contributions to the 
even further back into history 
with Columbus ·and the discovery South as well as to the nation. 
of America. Most of the Negroes who sat in 
In the days when the American Congress during this period had 
states were colonies of G re at more f O rm a l education -than 
Britian, the Negro fought and Presiqent Warren G. Harding. To 
died so that the white men might the South was given a free pub-
be free. What is more, he had to lie school ·system by black legis-
fight for the RIGHT to fight for lators. The South had a demo-
his country. No other religious or cratic form of government only 
political g r o u P can make that during the brief 20 years of the 
statement. Reconstruction . era. The values 
Before the Civil War, and not of the laws made by these black 
until two years before the end of legislators was proved by the 
that war, ·were Negroes accepted fact tha-t when .the governments 
as soldiers; but thousands fought. were overthrown the statues 
The first man to die for Ameri- were kept on the books because 
can independence, i r O n i c a 11 y of the mark they made in social 
enough, was a runaway slave. In legislation, the first advance the 
the great battles of Bunker Hill, South had made in social legis-
Lexington, Ticonderoga and the lation. 
Bridge of Concord were Negro The Negro saw a future that 
fighters. Washington had w i th was bright, gay and full of ex-
him in his army Negroes when citment. He saw responsibility 
he crossed the pelaware. The as be bad never seen it before. 
famous Minute Men who re- He saw also that bis freedom bad 
sponded to the alarm of Paul won for him many enemies. 
Revere were integrated. The ser- Those few Negroes who were 
vices r e n d er e d by the black educated began spreading . the 
troops showed both valor and gospel of education to their un-
patriotism. fortunate brothers. Ten- years 
As to the bravery of the after the end, of the Civil War, 
Negroes who fought with Gen- evidence could be found in the 
eral Green, Lafayette said that, growth of the Negro intellec-
in trying to carry the command- tually and socially. In effect, 
er's position, the enemy repeated America saw Uncle Tom grasp 
the attempt three times and was bis boot straps and lift himself 
often repulsed with great brave.y. to a higher plane - a plane be 
The British, too, armed Negroes. would have to fight to keep. 
The British contemplated or- Frederick Douglass is an exam-
ranizlilg a Negro regiment in ple of Negro ascendance. Al-
Long Island. These plans were though he started to rise before 
actually carried out in some the Civil War and the Emanci-
parts of the colonies. pation Proclamation, he did re-
With the end of the Revolu- ceive benefits from them. An 
tionary War, the Negroes were eloquent man, Frederick Doug-
returned to the use as slaves. lass-a slave, or a t o-r, editor, 
Slavery brought out the ques- abolitionist, marshal of the Dis-
tion of internal improvements. It trict of Columbia, commissioner 
· was difficult for a slave-holding to Santo Domingo and minister 
section to expand as rapidly as to Haiti-saw the forerunner of 
the manufacturing and commer- segregation as it made its slow, 
cial parts of the country. Negro bµt sure entrance. 
labor was used for the urgent In 1876, the South allied itself 
need of canals and roads to tap with the North in a bargain to 
the resources of the interior. disfranchise the freemen. In re-
While some slaves lived and died turn the South would cooperate 
as slaves, others obtained their with the North economically. In 
freedom. There was also a con- similar manner North Carolina 
siderable number of free persons did the same five years later. 
of color whose status was ever L9uisiana initiated the "Grand-
changing. father Clause" in 1898. Alabama, 
Few realize the e x t e n t to Virginia, Georgia fell in line with 
which the free Negro figured in the various voting laws "whi'ch 
the population of this country politically reduced the Negro to 
prior to the Civil War. Slow_ly, taxation without representation." 
the moral issue of holding slaves Out of this crushing setback 
I 
Wendell English 
Wendell English, Bluefield 
sophomore, graduated from 
Bluefield's Park Central High 
Sc_bool in 1960. As a music 
major at Marshall, be is 
specializing in the viola. 
On campus, English is a 
member of the Symphonic 
Choir, ·band, and orchestra. He 
is a justice on the Student 
· Court, and serves the official 
convocation organist. 
English serves as the acting 
secretary for Kappa Alpha Psi •. 
Be is also the treasurer for the 
Inter-Dorm Council, and a 
recent pledge of Pbl Mu 
Alpha, music honorary. 
birth · of Jim _Crow. "Now," be Over 50 patents on electrical de-
said, ''the circle had come full vices, bought by General Elec-
cycle ... He (the Negro) will ~ric and American Bell Tele-
rise up some day and come phone, were owned by two 
again.'' Negro brothers. 
The Negro has added to the America owes much to many, 
improvement and the enrichment but she is especially indebted to 
of American life. It can be said the Negro for her eminence in 
that . the American Negro has music. It is said that the roll 
come f u rt h e r than -any other call of outstanding musicians in-
racia1 group. He has had more eludes far more Negroes than the 
obstacles to overcome. His prog- population warrants. The distinc-
ress alone makes him more of a tion for composin·g songs and 
politic~ asst!t to his country music in the French tradition is 
than a burden. His accomplish- given to the great New Orleans 
ments are long and enviable. group during the days of slavery. 
The success of our present The only original folk music 
mechanistic age pivots on many that America has is the Negro 
inventions of Elijah J. McCoy, Spirituals. The first American 
who is credited with 50 inven- Folk Symphony was written "by 
tions from 1872 to 1920. His con- William Daws on of Tuskegee. 
cern was with lubrication of The concert world today includes 
machinery. The railroad·· sema- many Negro artists. The Ameri-
phore system by Arvis White, a can stage _would not be __ what it 
Negro from Fresno, Calif., was a is without the Negro entertainer. 
great contribution to the railroad The myth of racial superiority 
companies of · America JlS well as has been blasted to bits. The book 
the world. of sports includes in its stardom 
In the field of education, known the fastest man and woman in 
and unknown black men and the world. Countless All-Ameri-
women, with nothing in their can teams have Negro athletes. 
hands but determination to do The first American to engage in 
and the grace of God, built upon a major international boxing 
barren land institutions which bout was a Negro, as was the 
stand today as accredited univer- first man who held three world 
sities. Pers.ons like William Hale boxing titles simultaneously. 
of Tennessee, James Shepard of The Negro of today is not like 
North Carolina, Roger Wilkerson his forefathers. He "is no longer 
of South Carolina, Mary McLead in a waiting mood for the pro-
Bethune of Florida, Mannie H. claimed emancl.pation to become 
Burroughs of Washington, D. C. a true reality. He will not wait 
and Charlotte Hawkins Brown of another 100 years. A revolution 
North Carolina are just a few is under way in this great coun-
the first form of black national- of the pilgrims. try of ours. beginning in the 
ism arose. The proponent of this There were no more gifted South, and spreading wherever 
nation a 1 ism was Booker T. sociologists ·than Charles S. John- injustice reigns. If there is a 
Washington. In his life as an son, E. Franklin Frazier and W. tragedy, it will lie in the South. 
educator, he is marked as one of E. B. DuBois. Carter G. Woodson, Segregation has made psychic 
the outstanding men of all times; a native Huntingtonian. was a and moral slaves of the Negro. 
but; however, when viewed as a most ·able historian and .Tames He has almost lost his freedom 
leader of the Negro masses he Weldon Johnson was a recog- to question, to learn, to do what 
must be given credit for doing nized authority · on Negro liter- his conscience tells him right, to 
more to re ta rd the inevitable ature. even criticize himself. He is torn 
progress of the "black folk" than The world of science bas apart inside by· · a conflic't that 
any other individual. among it inhabitants many never lets · him forget · who he is. 
For 40 years the Negroes were Negro riants. A Negro astrono- With all of this the Negro of 
living in a wilderrress - a wild- mer made the first American today c arr i es a burden-the 
erness filled with fruit; fruit clock and laid out the streets of Black Man's Burden. This bur-
with labels of "For Whites Only." Washington, D. C. The outstand- den is not like the white man's. 
Nevertheless, the "black folk" inr agricultu~I chemist of all It is a true burden that will give 
keep contributing to the free time was Dr. -George Washington the world true freedom with no 
culture of America. They even Carver. This · man did much to strings attached. The revolution 
fought in a war that was to advance the science of chem- in which the Negro carries this 
"make the world safe for demo- urgy, which deals with extract- burden ·will not be a bloody one. 
cracy", but they fought in a Ing wealth from the soil. From The Negro has already so pro-
segregated army. the soya ·bean be developed foundly disturbed the thinking 
George H. White, . the last cortisone for the treatment of of America that he needs no guns 
Negro Congressman of the post- arthritis, . sex hormones for the and no allies. But those who 
Reconstruction era, was truly a treatment. of expectant mothers, join this cause will long be re-
symbol of the shifting fortunes and a fire smothering base for a membered as soldiers of freedom, 
of four million freed men who, foam· used by the Navy to save be they white or otherwise. 
by the turn of the century, ii.um- thousands of lives. The people who hate the Negro 
bered eight million, The Neg- A Negro doctor · organized the are few in number, but they 
roes in the southern legislatures first blood bank another per- exercise very strongly their in-
and city councils had been formed the first s~ccessful opera- fluence on public opinion that 
eliminated by 1901. When Con- tion on the heart, and still an- they nullify and obscure all real 
gressman White from North other was the first man to use knowledge of the Negro people. 
Carolina rose in Congress on . a aureomycin on hum an beings. This cannot last forever. Our na-
day in 1901, men shifted in their Dr. Julius Lewis distinguished tion is confused over the Negro 
seats to get a better look at him. _himself with his work in patho- problem because it knows it is 
White made the most of his last logy. The field of magnetic phy- ethically wrong. 
opportunity. Step by step, be sics must place in the forefront The white - man Is the black 
reviewed the dreary story-the the contributions of Elmer Imes. inall's bunlen. •ll the great West-
rise . of the Negro to political Patents held by Negroes num- ern c:lvlllsatlon · Is to be saved U 
power, the undermining of Re- ber in the thousands. The first wiH be saved by the non-Aryan. 
construction, the gutting of the patent w.as granted in 1834 for a non - Norc!lc, r.on - white black 
Fourteenth Amendment and the _ corn har,vcster, believe it or not. (<Continued on Page 6) 
' 
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· Little Green To Face Action Tomorrow 
HERE IS THE LITI'LE GREEN squad for this year under the direction of Coach Jack Freeman 
as they await their first game tomorrow against the Morris Harvey junior varsity. First row 
from left: Bruce Berman, Damon Cooke, Coach Freeman, Chris Cremeans and Pat Woody. Second 
row: Arthur Miller, Mike Chambers, Dave Perry and Jim Oduni. Third row: Tom Langfitt, Jim 
Harper and Charles Miller. · 
Negroes' Contributions Told 
munism and dictatorship of mind 
and body, and will not surrender 
to while srupremacy. 
Whatever comes he is prepared, 
determined and hopeful. 
"One day when the colorless, 
colorful world of the future ar-
rives, unborn generations will 
walk on the . face of the earth 
and praise the hour when Amer-
ica's most persecuted minority 
took upon its shoulders the bur-
den of s a l v aging a people's 
society." 
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Frosh, M-H Will Tangle 
The tentative schedule has been 
released for Little Green basket-
ball. The schedule shows tomor-
row night's encol.Ulter with the 
Morris Harvey Jayvees at Me-
morial Field House at 6 p.m. 
Other games are: West Vir-
ginia State (h), 
1 
Dec. 5; Ohio 
University (h), Dec. 12; Charles-
ton Hawks (h), Dec. 19;' Lock-
bourne (h), Jan. 5; West Virginia 
State (a), Jan: 8; Morehead (a), 
Jan. 10; Intra-mural All-Stars 
(h), Jan. 12; Morris Harvey (a), 
Jan. 16; West Virginia Tech (h), 
Jan. 19; Owens-Illinois (h), Jan. 
26; Lockbourne (h), Jan. 28. 
The rema"ining games include: 
Superior Drug (h), Feb. 2; West 
Virginia Tech (a), Feb. 6; Dick's 
Place (h), Feb. 9; Ohio Univer-
sity (a), Feb. 13; Cincinnati (h), 
Feb. 16; Charleston Schoo 1 of 
Commerce (h), Feb. 19; and 
Morehead (h), Feb. 28. 
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS 
RENTALS - SALES - SERVICE 
LARGE MUGS 1L<i5 
PIGGY 8ANK ,s'1.q5 
SALT f PEPPER SETS 
S Q-U AR E T I L E5 J I. ~S 
$5.00 one month 
$13.50 three months 
Rent applied to purchase 
SPURLOCK~S INC. 
1318 4th AVENUE 
SMALL MUGS qof' 
ASH TRAYS 75f:'· 35{ 
~ I. S s ~ ; I ,b 5 
MlN. PLANTER':> t.s1 
GLASS ASH TRAY~ lOr 
STUFFED ANIMAL5.:ALL TYPES 11.25-~2.C/5 
EMBLEM JEWElR.Y FROM ~ t.l5 TO ~3.00 
MARSHALL t GREEK DECAL$ 
(Continued from Page 5) 
man. "Christianity has shifted 
its emphasis to churchianlty, 
democracy has become a political 
trifle to be traded back and 
forth in the public mart, the 
working-class movement is a 
house divided, and throughout 
the world the conflict between 
the white minority and the vast 
dark majority has been sharp-
ened. The conflicts, if continued, 
will • result in the co~lcte col-
lapse of civilization. An un-
ethical society cannot withstand 
much longer the onslaughts of 
impassioned right. The black 
man must have society. He there-
by becomes the white man's last 
chanc~ for survival." 
Since the Negro is in the very 
midst of the great struggle that 
will determine the future of the 
world, he carries a tremendous 
burden on his back, but he is 
accustomed to using his back. He 
will not drop this heavy load. 
The black man is out to save 
America, salvage its best, and to 
ta!ce his rightful position in the 
vanguard of those interested in 
defending America, democracy 
and the free world against Com-
munist threat. He strikes now 
thig mighty blow so that this 
generation can see assurance. 
Yes, the Negro of America is 
and has been a busy and dili-
gent worker. He fot.:ght and died 
for his segregated country. He 
helped improve and enrich its 
~~!~ure. He is truly an Ameri- y OUR s T uo E NT u N ION 
Thank God for the black folk! ,.__ _________________________ _, 
The Negro is giving the white 
man back Christianitv. In short, 
he is puri-fying Christianity. 
Along with the purification of 
religion goes the purification ~f 
political democr acy. This black 
man in America is f ighting com-
ROTC Drive Set; 
Will Help Needy 
A food and clothing drive will 
bring Christmas cheer to hund-
reds of needy p e op I e in the 
Huntington area this year. The 
drive, to be on Dec. 12, 13, and 
14, is sponsored by the Battle 
Group and Scabbard and Blade. 
Cadet Capt. Jack Selby, Point 
Plea$ant senior, is the coordina-
tor. The items will be collected 
by cadets and the S a 1 v a t i on 
Army will be responsible for the 
distribution. 
Anyone interested in donating 
food, clothing, and toys is ask~ 
to leave their donations at the 
Ma rs h a 11 University Chapel 
located on 5th Avenue. 
FOLK SONG FEST 
Everyone who can sing, play. 
an instrument or is just in-
terested in good music is invit_ed 
to attend a "Folk Song Fest" 
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. toni6ht at 
the Campu;, Chr:stian Center. 
Exclusively at 
Collins & Childers 
421 NINTH ST. 
Have you earned 
your degree in. Ph.D.? 
You have a vested interest 
in the suit with a vest tor 
Fall-because this is the au-
thentic look of the younr 
man of today. PhD. spella 
auocesa for you in our col-
lection of several outstand-
ing fabrics. Come and eee 









39.95 to 69.95. 
ThrH floors of Nationally Adverti1ed Branda. 
Come In and start your Christmas shopping now. 
e VAN ,HEUSEN DRESS SHIRTS 
Snap-Tab-Button Down Collars. 
From 4.25 
• Van Heusen 417 Collection 
of Sport Shirts. 
The Perfect College shirt. 
Trim Line Waist. 
• Slacks from 4.98 to 19.95 
The Largest Slack Department 
in Huntington. 
• Sport Coats. See one of the finest 
Blazers made. Just 29.50. 
Sweaters hf Puritan. 
Just what you college men want. 
Whether it is Shoes - Shirts or 
Whatever - You will find it 
here. You College men are miss-
ing out on something if you do 
not .make Collins & Childers your 
headquarters for your clothes. 
Om; service is terrific - Our 
Prices will please you very much 
as we always try to give you 
more than your Money's Worth. 
'·?-:. ' 
' 
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Cage Action In Full Swing Tomorrow 
The Sports 
Corner 
By JERRY REED 
Sports Editor 
.l\t seems hard to believe,. but it's basketlball season _ again. A 
hard-'.fought eontest is ex.pected by the Big Greeri from their long-
standing rivals, the · Golden Eagles of Morris Harvey, in tomor-
·rCYW night's opening encounter. The ·team from the capital city 
will be exerting all c,f its" power for a victory over Mari;hall. 
This ''feud" started back in 1910 and since then the Big 
Green has won 5'3 games to MllI's 1-1. Last year's contest was 
termed by many as a disgrace to the .game of basketball as the 
players seemed to let . the mixed miotions of the fans get under 
their skin at different intervals. 
But in a contest _such as this you can throw all the records 
out the window because ine game is up for grabs. This is true to 
a certain extent in all games, c,f cours~. but if Morris Harvey 
would happen to bea't MU it would ibe quite a feather in their 
ca,p. .Marshall has more returning regulars back• this year than 
·flle Golden Eagles, but Morris Harvey has a center by the name 
of Dick O'Neal and he certainly isn't any slouch when it comes 
to making points. 
Last year O'Neal popped in 36 points a1gainst MU and held 
his opponent, Big· Green center Bob Burgess, to 11 points. But 
the over-all play of the Big Green held back Morris Harvey. 
rrhe e:xiper.ience wiil certainly be a big advantage for the 
MU squad, but another question mark is whether they c-an con-
tain O'Neal on the boards as well as scoringwise. 
Anyiway a lot of exciting action will be on tap tomorrow 
night at the Field House. · 
DRESSING FACILfflES,AT MARSHALL 
We're not tryinrg to repeat what everyone else is discussing 
at the present (concerning the condition c,f Ii'air1field Stadium), 
lbut here's something that a lot c,f you Bi,g Green fans didn't 
know. Excellent dressing quarters and many other fa'ci.lities 
have been offered, and in some irn~tances provided, in the Men's 
Gym for any team that wishes them. 
During the football season if a visiting team wants to dress 
a:t the gym and then ride to the field on their bus, they could 
do so. On some occasions a team has wished to decline this offer 
mainly ibecause t'hey don't want to dirty the bus in which they 
have to travel back home. · 
Any visiting tam, no matter what sport, is offered the chance 
to use these quarters and will be welcomed wholeheartedly. 
NOTES AND QUOTES ... 
We happened to encounter former MtU all-·comerence half-
iback1 Millard Fleming, recently after he had 
just returned from his first season in profes-
sional football in the northern reaches o,f Can-
ada. Millard played for the Ottawa Roulgh-
Ri:ders in the Eastern Bi'g Four and he ended 
the season in second place in the krck-'OM re-
turn depa·rtment, and possibly, had. it not been 
for an injury at the end of the season, he might 
have r2mained in first place. 
Our congratulations ,go to Bob Hamlin and 
Bdb MaxweH. They were awarded top back 
Fleming and lineman honors, respectively, by the Stag 
Club at the footJbail banquet Wednesday evening. 
We see where Richie Simmons, all-state cager from Pine-
ville, has joined the Biig Green d'orces and is wol'king out with 
the frosh so he will be in condition to play second semester 
when he will be eligible. · 
This guy showed great college potential in hi:gh school and 
may be a real find for MU. The .University of Tennessee grabbed 
him first, but he dropped out and dec'ided he would like it at 
!Marshall better. Good luck Richie. 
Win Grid Plaque 
Ther' re Tops 
BOB HAMLIN (top photo), 
and Bob Maxwell were chosen 
as the Top Back and Lineman, 
respectively, for this year's Big 
Green· football squad. The 
awards were made by the 
Stag Club at the football 
banquet held at the Owens-
Illinois Club on Wednesday 
evening. 
All-Opponent Team 
Selected Sy Green 
The Big Green football squad 
picked its all-opponent team this 
week after completing the 1962 
season. 
The only unanimous choice on . 
the all-foe team was all-confer-
ence ta c k 1 e Bob Reynolds of 
Bowling Green. Holding down 
the other tackle slot was James 
Osborne of Morehead. 
· Bowling Green's Tom Hogrefe 
and OU's Ken Smith received the 
most votes at the end positions. 
BG's Gary Sherman and Western 
Michigan's Pat E me r i c k were 
chosen as the guards. The center 
slot went to Ed Bettridge of 
Bowling Green and the top quar-
terback was Bob Babbitt of OU. 
The all-opponent backfield was 
made up of Kent State's Dick 
Merschman, OU's Jim Albert and 
Louisville's Lee Calland. 
Cadets of Company "A" of 
the Military Science Department 
were presentell a plaque for win-
ning the Inter-Company Foot-
PHOTOGRAPHY INC. 
ball Championship. . 
The plaque was presented by 
Cadet C o l on e l Robert Duck-
, worth, Vienna senior, to Cadet 
Captain James Johnson, Mason, 
senior, commander of Company 
"A". 
CADET OF WEEK 
,Cadet Paul McMillan., Vienna 
Freshman and a member of 
Company "A" was selected 
Cadet c,f the Week according to 
the Military Science Department. 
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Eagles' Coach Reports 
Tea·m Is lnexp~rienced 
By LARRY MULLINS 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The .Ml62-63 version of · Bi:g Green basketball will be trying 
to kick off the season on a winning note tomorrow at 8 p.m. at 
!Memorial Field Houstl when they tangle with arch-rival Morris 
Harvey. 
'~orris Harvey will run us pretty hard," Coac'h Jule _Rivlin 
said of the Golden Eagles. "They have always been a good run-
ning ball ciub." 
-Morris Harvey bring·s a proud past-season record to Hun-
·tington: Last year the Golden Eagles out-classed all other teams 
in ,the West Virginia College Conference. But this year, due to 
:the _loss of five graduating seniors, they have to .do some ·re-
lbuilding. They went from the West Vir,ginia Conference to the, 
NALA tournament in Kansas City only to be elimi-n-ated by 
eventual champion Prairie View of Texas. The Big Green eked: 
out a 89--83 win·-over the Golden Eagles last season, in Charleston. 
Coach Rivlin hasn't as yet chosen his fifth starter for to-
morrow night's encounter. Either Walt Smittle, an outstancllil&' 
sophomore in practice, or veteran Mickey Sydenstricker, will 
get the nod. The starter was to be determined aft~r last night's 
practice session, Riv said. 
Rounding out the starting five will be ·guards Jody Sword 
and Butch Clark along with forward Phil Cart.er and center Dick 
Wildt. 
Concerning the Morris ,liarvey squad, Rivlin said, 'They 
have always been a bunch of good shooters. Dick O'-Neal is one 
of the best baJ.l players that we will see all year. And Dick 
.Brown is an excellent shot along with Arlen Jividen. who's a 
d'ine rebounder and shooter." 
''We are well satisfied with our fast break and will use it 
as often as possi:ble," Rivlin added. 
Coach Sonny Moran of the Golden Eagles has three big prob-
lems in his fourth year at the coaching helm: height, experience 
·and the schedule. 
"We'll have to depend on O'Neal quite a lot, both on. the 
boards and scoring," the coach said. "We lost our two starting 
. I 
forwards from last year's team and our other starting guard. 
Height is going to be quite a problem. Alon1g wit h O'·Neal in the 
front court will ,be Jividen (6-5). From there we shoot down to 
a height average of about 6-2. At the other forward spot will be 
either Tom Kinder (6-0), a converted guard, or Jack McClanahan 
(6-4). In the backcou~t is Jerry Moore (5-11) and ,Dick Brown 
(-5-1-1)." . 
Moran continued: 
"Most of the boys that wiII be playing a lot are up from the 
freshman squad ·and are a little inexperienced.: We hope as the 
season progresses, so will they. 
"We have scheduled some tough opponents this year, some 
of whom we wouldn't beat in 10 years. In our Alpine Classic at 
the Civic Center, there are teams like Penn State and Marshall 
I only wish that we had ,played that tournament last year when 
we had all that' punch. 
"We· a·re playing Marshall by ear. We.know they are ex-
perimenting with .Smittle: and Sydenstricker, but other than that 
we can just hoPe to play a good ball ,game," Sonny concluded. 
Are you a one pat or a two pat man? Vitalis with 
V-7 keeps your hair neat all day without grease. 
Naturally. V-7® is the greaseless grooming discovery. Vitalis® 
with y.7 fights embarrassing dandruff, prevents dryness, keeps 








By PATRICIA MALLOY 
Teachers College Journalist 
Having difficulty studying? 
Well, it could be that Ted 
Wiley, Lewisburg junior, has a 
musical, solution. . 
Usually, Wiley pl a y s semi-
classical tunes on a record play-
er. But if the subject requires 
more concentration than usual, 
he switches to more soothing 
music. And if the topic happens 
to be light, he turns to lively 
melodies. 
Why the music? 
THE PARTHENON 
TED WILEY STUDIES TO MUSIC 
... Academic Average la 3.3S 
"I listen to music while I,----------------------------~ 
~t~:: !tti~s;et!x~;
0=·~. out the Centennial Oratory Contest Set 
Proof of the , success of this S S h D 2 C/ b musical study-formula can be y peec eparfment, U $ 
found in Wiley's 3.35 average. A 
Claude Worthington Benedum 
scholarship recipient, Wiley is a 
social studies and speech major 
in Teachers College. He is cur-
rently •a pledge of Alpha Psi 
Omega Dramatic honorary, and 
has appeared in the "Firebrand", 
"The Visit", "South Pacific", and 
"School for Scandal". 
He was chosen model pledge 
of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fra-
ternity and also received the 
scholarship _trophy. At present he 
is the fr ternit son leader. 
The Speech Department of 
Marshall University is sponsor-
ing an all-campus centennial 
oratory contest for all Marshall 
students. 
be given to them at the ,time of 
application. Two divisions will 
be open for men and women. 
The men will be sponsored by 
the American Legion and the 
women by the Women's Club of 
Huntington. 
The ,preliminary round will 
be held the first week Off March 
and will be judged by the speech 
faculty. Three winners will be 
chosen and will advance to the 
ifina~ round which will be held 
the following week. 
,.~ 
~ · ,.HRISTMAS 
IS A GIFTED TIME 
AT The Gift Store 
Of l-luntington 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30, 1961 
Freedom Foundation Medal 
Goes To Professor Douthat 
A medal and scroll have been 
presented to Lyell V. Douthat, 
assistant professor of edu-cation, 
by the Valley Forge Freedoms 
Foundation fOT outstanding work 
in the field of social studies. 
The award was presented 
Tuesday to Professor Douthat by 
Dr. D. Banks Wilburn, dean of 
Teachers College. It wu the tint 
tame in the history of the lllar-
shaU U n i v er s it y Laboratory 
School that any of its staft had 
received such an award. accord-
ing to Taylor V. Cremeana, pro-
fessor of education and principal 
of the laborat-0ry sch~ol . . 
(Author of "I Was a T#fHJ9e __ T>IDarf', "The Ma111 
Lo-Du of Dobie GiUia", etc.) 
HAPPY TALK 
Af!. we all know, conversation is terribly important on a date. 
When lulls in the conversation run longer than an hour or two, 
one's partner is inclined to grow logy--even sullen. But oc-
C!lSionally one finds it difficult to keep the talk going, especially 
when one is having a first date with one. What, then, does one do? 
If one is wise, one follows the brilliant example of Harlow 
Thurlow. 
Harlow Thurlow prepares. That is his simple secret. When 
Harlow is going to take out a new girl, he makes sure in advance 
that the conversation will not languish. Before the date, he 
goes to the library and reads all 24 volumes of the encyclopedia 
and transcribes their contents on his cuffs. Thus he makes sure 
that no matter what his date's interests are, he will have ample 
material to keep the conversation alive. 
Take, for example, Harlow's first date with Priscilla de 
Gasser, a fine, strapping, blue-eyed broth of a girl, lavishly 
constructed and rosy as the dawn. 
Harlow was, as always, prepared when he called for Priscilla, 
and, as always, he did not start to converse immediately. First 
he took her to dinner because, as everyone knows, it is useless 
to try to make conversation with an unfed coed. Her attention 
span is negligible. Also, her stomach rumbles so loud it is diffi-
oult to make Y'""'" h"-"'~ 
~~-
So he took her to a fine steak house where he stoked her with 
gobbets of Black Angus and mounds of French fries and thick-
ets of escarole and battalions of petit fours. Then, at last, 
dinner was over and ·the waiter brought two finger bowls; 
"I hope you enjoyed your dinner, my dear," said Harlow, 
dipping into his finger bowl. 
"Oh, it was grandy-dandy !" said Priscilla. "Now let's go 
someplace for ribs." . 
"Later, perhaps," said Harlow. "But right now, I thought 
we might have a conversation." 
"Oh, goody, goody, two-shoes!" cried Priscilla. "I been 
looking everywhere for a boy who can carry on a intelligent 
conversation." 
"Your search is ended, madam," said Harlow, and pulled 
back his sleeves and looked at his cuffs to pick a likely topic to 
start the conversation. 
Oh, woe! Oh, lackaday! Those cuffs on which Harlow had 
painstakingly transcribed so many facts-those cuffs on which 
he had noted such diverse and fascinating information-those . 
cuffs, I say, were nothing now but a big, blue blur! For Harlow 
-poor Harlow I-splashing around in the finger bowl, had gotten 
his cuffs wet and the ink had run and not one word was legible! 
And Harlow-poor Harlow!-looked upon his cuffs and broke 
out in a night sweat and fell dumb. 
"I must say," said Priscilla after several silent hours, "that 
you are a very dull fellow. I'm leaving." 
With that she flounced away and poor Harlow was too 
crushed to protest. Sadly he sat and sadly lit a cigarette. 
All of a sudden Priscilla came rushing back. "Was that," she 
asked, "a Marlboro you just lit?" 
"Yes," said Harlow. 
"Then you are not a dull fellow," she cried, and sprang into 
his lap. "You are bright! Anybody is bright to smoke such a 
perfect joy of a cigarette as Marlboro which is ju~t chock full 
of yummy flavor, which has a Selectrate filter which comes in a 
soft pack that is really soft, and a Flip-Top Box that really·flips, 
and which can be bought wherever cigarettes are sold in all fifty 
states and Duluth ... Harlow, tiger, wash your cuffs and 
be my love." 
"Okay," said Harlow, and did, and was. © 1V62 Mas8hulmn 
• • • 
The maker& of Marlboro cigarette,, who print thia column 
at hideous expenae throughout the 1chool 11ear, are r,er11 
happ11 for HarloUr--and for all the re,t of 11ou who har,e dia-
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rEI.E ABE indicatioll.8 of change in the higher 
I ~ucation pattern which make JilaDy earlier 
predictions and estimates look like antique 
collectors' items. The news is not in total en-
rollment figures-those will not begin to sky-
rocket before 1964, when the post-war babies 
arrive. The revolutionary change is in the 
growing proportion of young people who go to 
college, upsetting all of the most liberal predic-
tions; in the number of peopl~many far past 
college age--taking advanced work without 
worryi~g about credit; and most dramatic, in 
the number of women enrolling for such work. 
These predictions are derived from detailed 
personal estimates-an "educated guess" based 
on available statistics and informed projections 
-by one of the leading experts of higher edu-
cation statistics, Dr. Ernest V. Hollis, director 
of College and University Administration in 
the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare. - ' 
About a year ago it was reported that for 
the first time there were indications that the 
steady annual addition of about 1 per cent to 
the proportion of high-school graduates moving 
on to higher education might explodejnto some-
thing like a 6 per cent increase. This year the 
indication has become a clear trend. The pro-
jected increase will be one of 8 per cent. This 
means that the current freshman class consti-
tutes 68.6 per cent of last year's high-school 
graduating class-70.7 per cent of all the men 
and 47.4 per cent of all the women who got 
their high-school diplomas in 1962. 
• • • 
This represents a pattern unprecedented in 
education in any previous society. Even in 
terms of American history, it must be recalled 
that only 4 per cent of the 1900 high-school 
graduating class went to college. 
In total enrollments, the influx brings the 
count in all higher education-degree and non-
degree-to 4,729,000. 
The projected total for degree-credit enroll-
ment is 3,933,000, or more than 83 per cent. 
with the two-year junior colleges contributing 
460,000. 
The projected figure for non-degree enroll-
ment is 796,000, or 16.8 per cent of the total. 
• • • 
Lest the rapid increase of college-going 
create too optimistic a picture of the future 
manpower supply, it ought to be· remembered 
that the casualty rate is high-in the past only 
about half of the entering class ever made. it 
to the bachelor's degree. Dr. Hollis estimates 
that just below 406,000 bachelors' degrees will 
1,e awarded next June. 
The ranks thin drastically when it comes to 
advanced degrees, and it should be remembered 
that this level is the cutting edge of highly 
educated manpower and that this is the group 
to be compared to the European university 
graduates. The 1962 estimate is about 79,700 
for Masters degrees--happily a 7 per cent in-
crease over the previous year-and 10,320 for 
doctorates (9,241 men and 1,079 women)-a 
6 per cent gain. 
Dr. Hollis points out that the number of 
degrees in science and mathematics is growing 
l'raw.nt: V. Edward Canale 
11 Eat 50tll street 
,._ Yofk 22, N. Y. 
~ Frid L KIidow 
at a faster rate than the number of degrees in 
other fields, undoubtedly in r~ponse to the 
pressure of severe shortages. More women are 
getting such degrees than at any time in the 
past. For example, 38,600 men earned science 
bachelor degrees in the last academic year, an 
increase of 8.6 per cent over the last completely 
tabulated total in 1960; at the same time, 
11,800 such degrees granted to women consti-
tuted a 23.6 per cent gain over the same base 
year. 
• • • 
The entire crop o:t mathematics masters pro-
jected for this year is 1,671 men and 394 
women; and when it comes to doctorates, the 
ranks will thin to 306 men and 19 women-
not a plentiful supply for a nation whose future 
depends 89 much on technical strength. 
In the physical sciences, 1962 will produce 
3,244 male and 347 female masters and 1,812 
male and 63 female doctors. Fortunately, all 
these figures represent gains over previous 
years. 
• • • 
In surveying the entire scene, Dr. Hollis 
calls attention to these outstanding patterns: 
( 1) Tremendous growth of part-time study 
-an earning-while-learning trend among 
young adults who must make money to help 
cover the-mounting expenses of a college edu-
cation and a stepped-up search by older, al-
ready working persons who realize that they 
need further education and professional knowl-
edge. . 
(2) The growth of almost every phase of 
graduate study, aided by greater numbers of 
fellowships. 
(3) The first indications that "adults are 
giving up the worship of degrees" and are 
taking non-credit courses simply to catch up 
with a world changing at dizzying speed. The 
remarkable increase in the number of women 
among that group, Dr. Hollis believes, is the 
result of much greater efforts to make short-. 
term courses conveniently available plus the 
opening up of new job opportunities in such 
fields as statistics and computer techniques. 
. . .. 
The over-all picture is of a massive drive 
toward higher education, but with a rigorous 
sifting process reducing the entering flood to 
a relatively thin flow of top-level talent. Yet, 
even the unprecedented tides of entering fresh-
men, this year and next, represent only the 
quiet before the real storm that will come 
when the postwar babies arrive. Dr. Hollis es-
timates that this will call for between two and 
three billion dollars annually, to be invested 
in plant and equipment alone. 
But the conclusion, based on past history, 
present trends, and national needs, is that the 
incoming tide must not merely be coped ·with 
but must be welcomed; that only a superior ef-
fort can provide facul~y of sufficient caliber to 
refine the top talent of the incoming throngs 
more effectively; and that this process of re-
finement lDUst prevent the rush of undergradu-
ates from affecting the quality of advanced 
studies. The critical requirement at the top 
level is greater quantity without sacrifice of 
quality. 
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Making the Campus Scene: 
'UNXVERS1T~ OF 
NEW HAMPSHJ:RE 
In Durham, New Hampshire, is . a 
state university of some 4,200 enroll-
ment which was founded in 1866. At 
one time resident in Hanover, N. H. 
(and an innocent party to a legal dis-
pute over annexing Dartmouth Col-
lege, involving the State vs. private 
corporate rights, Daniel Webster, the 
U. S. Supreme Court and one of its 
most far-reaching decisions) • the 
University embodies many of its 
State characteristics-New England 
charm in its surroundings, sober 
academic discipline, and a rugged 
tradition of winter outdoor activities 
which have yielded many an Olympic 
star and many a winter sports upset 
against larger colleges. New Hamp.. 
shire enjoys a classic winter carnival 
every year. And at left, its Carnival 
Queen traditionally poses in front 
of Thompson Hall, the oldest (1892) 
building on the campus. The time 
(10:15 in this case) is optional. 
A relay of N. H. runners caniee a 
torch, lighted at Franconia Notch 
in the White Mountains, 120 milea 
to the Darbam campus to ignite 
the Carnival feativiti.ea. 
Here, members of the Outing Club 
kindle a blaze for, the torch on the 
summit of Cannon Mt., just over the 
famoua Profile of the Old Man of the 
Mountains, immortalized by Haw-
tbome. 
Snow aeulpturee are built by dormitories 
and fraternities in fierce rivalries. 
Frequently tons of snow are used. and 
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Editor's note: This is a new depart-
ment, to nin regularly in the Digest, 
scanning job opportunities in all 
fields. Interview: 
Among the so-called professional 
occupations, certain ones hold par-
ticular promise today. One is to be 
an Accountant. A B.S. in accounting 
or )"elated field such as business ad-
ministration is required. The aver-
age beginning wage is about $362 
a month, and the average yearly 
wage levels off at about $7,000. Top 
accountants can make from $10,000 
to $26,000 yearly. The field of em-
ployment is not crowded, and the 
trend is up, with comparatively light 
competition for jobs. Practically no 
The Coronet world's first electric portable Electric ,tv makes everyone's typing look like an expert's. 5 characters repeat automatical ly as you hold down the key 
Some Santas who giue fine portables look them ooer, type on them, 
check friends-and then buy Smith-Corona. Others 90 right out 
and buy Smith-Corona. For when all is said and done, more Santas 
buy and gioe Smith-Corona than any other portable! (M!~~~lr~~~!~~flti~g) 
SCM COrporation, 410 Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. 
The 6alaxie world's fastest manual portable. Has a full-
size office keyboard. Smart colors. Rugged steel frame 
and jacket. Easy piano-key touch. With carrying case. 
The Corsair - bold new lightweight •· weighs less than Thour,htful e,tra gift Easiest typing 
10 lbs. The most complete low-priced portable ever. course ever . On LP records. $3 95. 
Beautiful carrying case is actually part of the typewriter with any new Smith Corona portable 
geographical restrictions at all. Ac-
tuaries are also greatly in demand 
these days as the statistics of in-
surance coverage become more 
complex. A bachelor's degree in 
mathematics is primary, with 
courses in •higher math, business, 
economic,s, and finance useful in 
training for the higher jobs. Sala-
ries being at about $4,000-$6,000 
yeuly,averageirom$7,600to$9,000 
and good opportunities will run up 
to $16,000. There is a shortage of 
actuaries, since insurance companies 
must compete with other industries 
for trained mathematicians. Geo-
graphical necessity of living in cities 
where the central offices of insur-
ance firms are located. Architects 
are greatly in demand, particularly 
in metropolitan areas. A college de-
gree from an accredited school of 
architecture (usually five years) 
normally results in immediate em-
ployment with good chances of 
advancement. Salaries begin at $60-
100 per week, run from $6,000 to 
$25,000 yearly in practice, and offer 
larger income with exceptional tal-
ents and opportunities. Chemists 
are greatly in demand, especially 
those with advanced degrees. B.S. 
is required, but competition for jobs 
at this level is keen. Graduate work 
increases employment probabiHties. 
Salaries: (Inexperienced), around 
$430 monthly, B.S. ; M.S., $511 a 
month; PhD., $675 a month. (Expe-
rienced) , M.S., $460 a month; M.S., 
$550 a month; PhD., $700 a month. 
Placement opportunities are increas-
ing all the time as industries expand 
and diversify. Employment is con-
centrated chiefly in industrial areas, 
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey, Illinois, California, etc. 
·Mathematicians in various fields are 
-futding lots fJf room in tb'e new in-
dustries requiring advanced.research 
in the development of scientific for-
mulae and new industrial uses of 
basic materials. Particulady needed 
re computer designs. Bachelor's de-
gree required in math or social 
science, or engineering with math 
minor. Graduate trainiQr· ¥ery im-
portant. Salaries begin at $4,000-
7,000 level, average to $91000 yearly, 
good positions cover $10,000 area, 
frequently much higher. 
remember a11ybody co11 jump to the 
top of the class-
it takes sfayi11g power to 
remain at the bottom 
OUT AT the University of Cali-fornia, Los Angeles, the stu-
dents and the entire cast of the 
Kabuki, .OP,era "The Mask Maker" 
(in itsrflnt ,performance outside of 
Japan) have been making mince-
meat of Kipling's gloomy estimate 
on the;cbances of the twain meeting. 
From front row orchestra, every-
thing looked traditional-songs in 
Japanese, Japanese stylized move-
ments, Japanese costume. But only 
half the cast were from Tokyo; the 
other half were American students, 
The Japanese members were three 
girls and three boys, all graduate 
students of the Tokyo University 
of Arts, at UCLA for graduate 
study. Several of them are profes-
siona1 opera stars in .Japan. -The 
Americans gallantly learned to speak 
and sing Japanese, don make-up in 
the traditional manner, wear war-
rior's eyebrows, wave swords, and 
in all ways be Richard-San and 
Irene-San, playing and bowing op-
posite Osaki-San and Niwa-San. 
In a scene from the performance Sumiko Murashima contemplates the mask of her lover ·which was made by her father. 
Top Japanese film star, Eiji Okada, in Hollywood 
to portray a role in the Marlon Brando motion pic-
ture, THE UGLY AMERICAN, gave hours of his 
time to help the American students look as much 
like Japanese as make-up and ingrained habits of 
gesture would allow. 
When the mask maker's daughter returns 
home to die following the death of her lover, 
she is comforted by "Kaede," played by Japa-
nese Kabuki star Yoshiko Arai. 
,• 
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· Lay on, Macdufl-•an_! Actors 
have at it in samurai swordplay. 
Japanese, accustomed to the 
stee!, were adept at ftouriahment 
Japanese student undertakes transmogrification 
of American student-actor by applying tradi-
tional Kabuki make-up. Men's roles are 
strongly emotional; women wear white masks 
of rigidity. 
As the American students look on, the Japanese girls 









Since the paperback came out on the 
market there has been an increase 
in the number of these editions and 
an effort to expand the subject fields 
covered. Among these areas is that 
of reference and review books. The 
following is a list of books you will 
find valuable and informative in 
every-day and occasional jaunts into 
the realm of wisdom: Webster's 
New World Dictionary of tke Amer-
ican Lang1"J{Je (Popular Library, 
60c), a comprehensive and up.to-
date dictionary including word 
origins and idiomatic usage; A Dic-
tiona,ry of SpontlfflB and Anton)'mB 
(Popular Library, 75c), with a 5000-
word pronouncing guide and an 
explanation of prefixes and suffixes ; 
Dictionary of Foreign Worda (The. 
Wisdom Library, ,1.76); Dictionary 
of Spoken Russian (Dover Publica-
tions Inc., ,2.75) ; and RusfllJn Dic-
tioftq,ry (Bantam Reference Library, 
96c), with English-Russian and 
Russian-English translations. There 
are also several companies which 
publish dictionaries in a variety of 
languages: Cardinal Edition of Pa-
perback Books Inc. has several Eng-
lish-foreign language books at about 
60c, and Washington Square Press 
has the same for about 60c. 
There are three series of paper-
backs that are labeled review books: 
Barron's Educa.tional Series (75c 
per book) which includes Regents 
Exams and answers; Oz/ord Re-view 
Series ( Oxford Book Company, ,1.15 
per book), which includes informa-
tion on almost every subject field; 
and College Outline Series (Barnes 
and Noble, prices vary), which I find 
to be an excellent and perhaps the 
most outstanding series available. 
Liz PACE 
Barnard '63 
I didn't make the honor roll 
but they did no- a local brewery for me 
BALL POINT pens 
point the way 
these daya. Stand-
outs in the crowd 
are the models 
shown here, the 
"Executive" by 
the Lindy Pen 
Co.mpany, each 
pen priced at 
$5.00 
A VERY MERRY 
CHRISTMAS • • 
FOR MEN. by Mennen, 
features a whole line of 
Christmas combo's. The 
one shown, with the 
three items featured is in 
a Christmas box, retails 
at $2.15 
GIFT TIME by Hamilton 
watches. 14K gold, 22 
jewel, continental design. 
The Nevette, for girls, 
$115; the Nevin II, male, 
at $135 plus tax. 
It may be too much to say that the 
only time you own something is 
after you have given it away. But 
it is the only criterion of gift-giv-
ing that you give only something 
good enough to create pleasure in 
getting-good perhaps not so much 
in price as in usefulness, or nov-
elty, or thoughtfulness. The gifts 
shown on these pages are intended 
to stimulate your looking nerve : 
another way is to start on in 
"areas," not trying to find "the" 
gift, but moving around in an 
idea-range. For example: men's 
toiletries. Very few men of any 
age are willing to spend the money 
for the right grooming aids for 
themselves--but these are almost 
the perfect gifts. The manufac-
turers have achieved wonders in 
recent years in · packaging and 
holiday wrapping. Don't overlook 
the idea. Next, accessories and 
clothing. Most young men never 
have enough gloves, mufflers, silk 
handkerchiefs, belts, vest-sweat-
ers, and the like. Size, of course, 
is something you've got to know 
in certain items. But for the rest, 
pick 'em for yourself, and then 
give 'em: the result will be grati-
fying. For your girl, you're pretty 
well informed on certain standard 
BIG WHEELS on campus will not 
overlook the Chevvy "Impala" in 
diacusaing with dad the effects of 
the right car on getting 111-1 in 
the whirl. 
JUST YOUR TYPE 
ia the new Smith-
Corona portable 
electric typewriter. 
All IOrta of type to 
choose from; ex-
pert's even touch, 
and non-fatigue 
1peedwriting. 
items. But don't overlook the fact 
that many watches are now com-
ing through beautifully styled at 
economical prices, with good me-
chanical guarantees. Don't fail to 
check feminine versions of wallets, 
change purses, pillboxes, rings 
with semiprecious stones, pocket 
pens, purse flashlights, key rings, 
etc. which depend on special styl-
ing for their charm. If you don't 
want anything too personal, rec-
ords and books are lasting, and 
give you a chance to show off your 
taste and your perspicuity at the 
same time without undue expense. 
Gfrla like small cigarette cases to 
set them apart from masculine 
smokers. They like cigarette light-
ers for when they have no escort 
to -proffer a match. If your girl 
likes to cook, her own chafing dish 
or a special type of skillet (again 
with special decor) can encourage 
her to rustle you up a midnight 
snack. For both sexes, there are 
drink accessories, many in silver 
or silver trimmed, which add an 
extra touch to the familiar ritual. 
Final caution: if she's really your 
girl, go all out--sbe expects · you 
. to, and if you fail. you'll be losing 
much more than the few crisp bills 
you've tried to save. Give well, 
give mefl'ily. 
ROUNDUP VIEW of a couple of 
dozen ideas for Chriatmas-deak 
pen. desk radio, phone is really 
sboe-shiner, wallets, travel kit, 
whiab and military, flaslr. for · 
buttermilk. 
LOVE LETTERS in the 
land, to give to her. 
Eaton'• "hint" bu panel 
for bit of perfume, sheer 
paper, but lined envelope 
for privacy. $1.59 box, 
choice of colon. 
GOOD GROOMING for 
both guys and gals on 
your list via the Schick 
electric shaver. Wash-
.able heAds of atainl,a 
steel which 1111&p in and 
outeasily.Styl.edforboth 
men and women. 
orF 
TIIEO me· ifill 
Records have always been good. 
gifts, to get or give, but an entirely 
new group has sprung .UP which 
bolds exceptional ideas for the "dif-
ferent" category of gift. "Spoken 
Records." Production of spoken rec-
ords, presenting literary works or 
the teaching of languages, nas risen 
sharply in recent years. 
Boilanza, a company distributed 
by Crown publishers, contributes 
"The Complete Alice In Wonder-
land," recorded by Cyril Ritchard, 
for example. The set contains four 
LP records and a facsimile of the 
first edition of the book. Originally 
priced at $20.00, it's now down to 
f6.96. BOflanza also puts out a "His-
tory Of Classic Jazz," which is five 
LP's and text, originally at f25.00, 
now ,9.96. 
The Caedmon Label is already fa-
mous for its set of Dylan Thomas 
·readings of his own works by the 
lilting Welsh 'poet. ~hey also have 
albums by T. S. Eliot, William 
Faulkner, Robert Frost, Carl Sand-
- burg, and a whole shelf-load of 
Shakespeare's plays, unhappily not 
read by the poet, but at least made 
by the Shakespearean Recording So-
ciety with leading actors in the 
various roles. Lovable old Boris 
Karloff also reads Kipling's "Just 
So Stories," and Basil Rathbone ex-
pertly intones the works of Edgar 
Allan Poe. Houghton :Mifflin dis-
tributes these records. _ 
Another of Crown's releases is 
the Livifl{I Literature series. Titles 
include "The Best Of Mark Twain." 
"Complete Sonnets of William 
Shakespeare" (read by Ronald Col-
man), "Leaves of Grass," and "A 
Treasury of the World's Best Loved 
Poems." 
Spokffl Word covers such things 
as "The Art of Investment," a poetry 
series and a sequence called "Foot-
notes' To History." The latter- in-
cludes addresses by Adlai E. Stev-
enson Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 
and the Nixon-Kennedy 1960 Presi-
dential Campaign debates. With the 
quadricentennial of Shakespeare's 
birth coming up in 1964, the Spoken 
Word (unconcerned with the adher-
ents of Sir Francis Bacon or Chris-
topher Marlowe) expects a big year 
on its library of complete Shake-
speare plays. . 
The [,utant Language Serus, 
while not exactly utilizing boiling 
water, still covers (for $9.96) 
courses in French, German, Spanish, 
Italian and Russian, as well as Eng-
lish fo~ Spanish-epealring persons. 
Crown has a similar series, Living 
Lang1'4{1e - same languages, plus 
Japanese.. 
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